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About This Content

The Universal Pack includes a premium equipment set for all classes of soldiers, and also provides an additional slot in
barracks.

Pack contains:

Protective Armor Set "CAPP" SE
Premium individual armor for soldiers of the class "Assault Infantry". It has more durability and less weight, increases
soldier accuracy and capacity of inventory. Also premium model increases earning Experience and Credits in the battle
for 25%.

"Steyr" M SE
Premium pistol for soldiers of the class "Assault Infantry". It has more durability, less weight and improved
specifications. increases the capacity of inventory and has improved accuracy. Also the premium model increases
earning Experience and Credits in the battle for 5%.
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Ammunition for "Steyr" M SE (x100)

Exoskeleton "Mars" SE
Premium individual armor for soldiers of the class "Heavy Infantry". It has more durability and less weight, increases
soldier accuracy and capacity of inventory. Also premium model increases earning Experience and Credits in the battle
for 25%.

XM-26 LSS Model II SE
Premium shotgun for soldiers of the class "Heavy Infantry". It increases the capacity of inventory and has improved
accuracy. Also the premium model increases earning Experience and Credits in the battle for 5%.

Ammunition for XM-26 LSS Model II SE (x100)

Camouflage "Swamp Thing U" SE
Premium individual armor for soldiers of the class "Commando". It has more durability and less weight, increases
soldier accuracy and capacity of inventory. Also premium model increases earning Experience and Credits in the battle
for 25%.

MP-443 Grach Mark II
Premium pistol for soldiers of the class "Commando". It increases the capacity of inventory and has improved accuracy.
Also the premium model increases earning Experience and Credits in the battle for 5%.

Ammunition for MP-443 Grach Mark II (x100)

Protective Armor Set "Phoj Lou Ultra" SE
Premium individual armor for soldiers of the class "Fire Support". It has more durability and less weight, increases
soldier accuracy and capacity of inventory. Also premium model increases earning Experience and Credits in the battle
for 25%.

"Browning" DA SE
Premium pistor for soldiers of a class "Fire support". It increases the capacity of inventory and has improved accuracy.
Also the premium model increases earning experience and credits in the battle for 5%.

Ammunition for "Browning" DA SE (x100)
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Premium Slot
Adds aditional place in barracks for mercenaries.

Attention! After purchase of any pack it is have to be activated in the game.
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Title: Universal Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Strategy
Developer:
Light Vision Interactive
Publisher:
Light Vision Interactive
Release Date: 17 Nov, 2015

 a09c17d780 

English,Russian,French,Italian,German,Polish,Portuguese,Turkish,Czech
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It's a quirky little game that doesn't take itself too seriously!

Let out a demon? Bards later will sing songs about how your character is a dimwit! It is definitely not politically correct, which
makes it all the more funny!

Also in what other game can your character go cow tipping?

While I haven't played much the Steam version I have played other versions to the very end, of which there are three endings
(don't worry I won't give them away too much) just suffice it to say, you can side with the demoness, fight the demoness, or just
walk away! How many games have an ending where you can just walk away leaving undead to walk the Earth? Two of those
endings are rather funny, and disgusts the narrator!. This should have been the first Holmes game by Frogwares. It's a very
standard PNC adventure, but here the puzzles make sense and the game politely doesn't let you continue if you've missed
something. Insofar as that goes, it's not unwinnable by design except for a small bug that you'll probably never encounter.

While not particularly difficult, the worst bits are the two timed events and those are your only chances to prematurely lose the
game. Other than that, it's great fun with some decent voice acting and the plot is full of the expected twists. As a word of
warning, the game does quiz you after each chapter to ensure you're paying attention.. cool, funny and interesting game.
Also easy achievements.. Literally just doesn't respect your time.

Many instant death pit falls, long travel time between screens that contain nothing, no map, an overworld that doesn't clearly
dillineate what things you need, damage as a deterrence (completely unclear where to go without just being bodied by enemies
that you can't kill)

This isn't a very good metroidvania, as the backtracking is long, punishing, and unrewarding.

The people that complain about the hitboxes are complaining that their rancid meat has cucumbers on it instead of the pickles
they ordered.. Really Fast and Furious game to play with friends.

And don't bother .... !

  There're no brakes .... !
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It wont play when its load the race. Swindled by NIS, again. Got this game hoping to see some proper multiplayer co-op in ran-
geons. Its ClaDun X2 with half♥♥♥♥♥multiplayer.

Its not worth 20 bucks.. This is a fun DLC you can summon minions and they fight for you. Unfortunately this character has no
attacks of its own. This is annoying sometimes as you can get frustrated with not being able to attack. But, you can fly so...
it\u2019s worth it.. The game has potential, but it currently lacks replayability. The art style reminded me of job simulator and
from the trailer, the concenpt was interesting. Unfortunately this is something you play once and probably won't come back to.
The platform your on moves up automatically and way too fast to be able to clean both left and right windows while dipping
your spongue in the soap bucket and taking care of hitting birds. I wasn't able to admire the height because you go up so quick
and your just too busy cleaning windows. You should be able to control the speed of how fast you go up.. I am really enjoying
the game. I had read some negative comments about the game but I have found that they are probably niche frustrations,
because as a whole this is very fun. I haven't seen a downside to it at all. Worth the money. Especially if you love Tropico!.
Bowling is far too fast to enjoy this game.. It's pretty much what it promises - Q3 \/ UT in a top-down perspective and an
environment that reminds one of Alien Breed. Could use some more players though.

Highly recommended if you like old school arena fragging!. Currently worth about 5 bucks at most compared to what other
games are offering. I was looking forward to this one, but I find the AI\/punching mechanics to be worse than Thrill of the Fight
or Drunk'n Bar Fight. Both of these games
have more to them anyway. Both of those games offer a better experience as far as boxing\/punching goes and they are priced
about 50% cheaper.

In the current flood of VR titles, $20 is simply way too much for what this game offers. 10 more dollars and you can get
Arizona Sunshine. Something is wrong with that.
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